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      Fighting for tax justice


A fair, progressive, transparent and effective tax system is crucial for sound public finances, quality public services and redistribution of wealth and income. This is why EPSU has been campaigning hard to tackle tax evasion and avoidance by large companies and wealthy individuals and in support of measures to create fairer tax systems. This briefing for EPSU's last Congress sets out the work done over the previous Congress period and highlights current priorities. The impact of austerity on tax collection is the latest update on the state of tax administrations across Europe, underlining the need to invest in staff and resources to improve tax collection and fight tax fraud.
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            Gaming global taxes: new report exposes Microsoft’s web of tax avoidance

        

      
  

    
        
    

            
                                  
        
                            A new report finds that Microsoft uses a global network of subsidiaries to avoid paying taxes.
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            McDonald’s record fine for tax avoidance in France: EPSU is Lovin’it!

        

      
  

    
        
    

            
                                  
        
                            (Press release) It is good news that the global fast-food leader will not feed on impunity. This comes more than 7 years after we exposed McDonald’s untaxed royalties via a near 0-tax ruling in Luxembourg.
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            Losses to OECD tax havens could vaccinate global population three times over: new global report

        

      
  

    
        
    

            
                                  
        
                            Countries are losing a total of $483 billion in tax a year to global tax abuse committed by multinational corporations and wealthy individuals – enough to fully vaccinate the global population against COVID-19 more than three times over.
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            Digitalisation negotiations, EPSU Vs EC ruling, global corporate tax deal on NEA’s agenda

        

      
  

    
        
    

            
                                  
        
                            At the 14 October NEA committee meeting, about 35 delegates representing central governments in 20 countries reviewed the state of play with the EC-backed negotiations of an EU social partner agreement on digitalisation.
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            Joint Statement on Sustainable Corporate Governance

        

      
  

    
        
    

            
                                  
        
                            On Thursday, September 30th, leading officials of the European trade union federations EFFAT, EPSU, IndustriAll Europe and UNI Europa as well as the ETUC met with the cabinet of European Commissioner Thierry Breton (Internal Market).
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            EP and Council agree incomplete public country by country reporting, leaving out major tax havens: why EPSU cannot welcome a flawed jewel

        

      
  

    
        
    

            
                                  
        
                            Jan Willem Goudriaan, EPSU General Secretary, said: “We are disappointed that Parliament has accepted such a weak compromise text
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            Trade unions on the negotiations for country by country reporting

        

      
  

    
        
    

            
                                  
        
                            Today, EU institutions are set to agree a final text on public country-by-country reporting.
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            EU civil society organisations and trade unions call for urgent corporate tax transparency plan rethink

        

      
  

    
        
    

            
                                  
        
                            EPSU and 61 other unions and NGOs urge Council and Parliament to not water down corporate tax transparency directive (so-called public CBCR) at trilogue meeting on 1 June
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            Welcoming Portugal’s strong efforts on the FTT file and urging the tabling of a new legal text

        

      
  

    
        
    

            
                                  
        
                            We, civil society organisations and trade unions, campaigning for the achievement of a European Financial Transactions Tax (FTT), are writing to H.E. Mr ANTÓNIO COSTA, Prime Minister of Portugal, to express our appreciation and support for Portugal’s important efforts to progress the FTT dossier under its Presidency of the EU Council.
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            79 CSOs and trade unions urge MEPs to stick to their line for an effective global public CBCR directive to fight corporate tax abuse

        

      
  

    
        
    

            
                                  
        
                            Defending real public country by country reporting in trialogue negotiations
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            Good news for tax justice fighters: clear majority in EU Council to adopt public country-by-country reporting!

        

      
  

    
        
    

            
                                  
        
                            At a public meeting on 25 February, the EU Competitiveness Council reached a common position on a key instrument to tackle corporate tax avoidance, so-called public country-by-country reporting for multinational companies.
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            Update and call for action on corporate tax transparency ( EU public CBCR directive)

        

      
  

    
        
    

            
                                  
        
                            Update and request for advocacy on public corporate tax transparency – EU Public CBCR directive. We are writing with an urgent update on public country-by-country reporting in the EU (public CBCR).
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            New report sheds light on tax avoidance by Canadian pension fund investor in Europe

        

      
  

    
        
    

            
                                  
        
                            A new report from the Center for International Corporate Tax Accountability and Research shows how Revera – a major private care home operator – is using aggressive tax avoidance schemes.
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            The human cost of tax avoidance by the superrich and multinationals: new global report

        

      
  

    
        
    

            
                                  
        
                            Today, a ground-breaking study on the scope and impact of international tax avoidance has been launched by the Tax Justice Network together with Public Services International (EPSU's Global Labour Federation) and the Global Alliance for Tax Justice.
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            Apple allowed to have its cake and eat it: EPSU regrets Court decision to wipe high-tech giant’s fine of €14bn

        

      
  

    
        
    

            
                                  
        
                            On 15 July, the General Court annulled the European Commission’s biggest ever fine in a state aid case. In 2016, the Commission considered that a tax rebate (via tax rulings) granted by the Irish government to Apple was state aid, and therefore illegal.
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